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1 Introduction

Computing is at one of its most exciting moments in history, playing an essential role
in supporting many important human activities. The explosion in the availability
of information in various media forms and through multiple sensors and devices
means, on one hand, that the amount of data we can collect will continue to increase
dramatically, and, on the other hand, that we need to develop new paradigms to
search, organize, and integrate such information to support all human activities.

Whether we talk about the pervasive, ubiquitous, mobile, grid, or even the social
computing revolution, we can be sure that computing is impacting the way we in-
teract with each other, the way we design and build our homes and cities, the way
we learn, the way we communicate, play, or work [52][61]. Simply put, computing
technologies are increasingly affecting and transforming almost every aspect of our
daily lives.

Unfortunately, the changes are not always positive and much of the technology
we use is clunky, unfriendly, unnatural, culturally biased, and difficult to use. As a
result, several aspects of daily life are becoming increasingly complex and demand-
ing.

We have access to huge amounts of information, much of which is irrelevant to
our own local socio-cultural context and needs or is inaccessible because it is not
available in our native language, we cannot fully utilize the existing tools to find
it, or such tools are inadequate or nonexistent. Thanks to computing technologies,
our options for communicating with others have increased, but that does not nec-
essarily mean that our communications have become more efficient. Furthermore,
our interactions with computers remain far from ideal and too often only literate,
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educated individuals who invest significant amounts of time in using computers can
take direct advantage of what computing technologies have to offer.

The goal of this chapter is to discuss the most important aspects of HCC cover-
ing the existing challenges (Section 2.1), the different possible definitions of HCC
reflecting the wide expertise of the researchers working in this field, the scope of
HCC, and the connection with related research areas (Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4,
respectively). We also present the areas of research covered by HCC and we focus
on three main directions: production, analysis, and interaction (Section 3). We then
present the possible applications (Section 4) and we discuss the issues of integrating
the existing systems and applications into real world conditions (Section 5). Finally,
we propose a research agenda for HCC (Section 6).

2 What is Human-centered Computing?

Human Centered Computing (HCC) is an emerging field that aims at bridging the
existing gaps between the various disciplines involved with the design and im-
plementation of computing systems that support human’s activities. HCC aims at
tightly integrating human sciences (e.g. social and cognitive) and computer science
(e.g. human-computer interaction (HCI), signal processing, machine learning, and
ubiquitous computing) for the design of computing systems with a human focus
from the beginning to the end. This focus should consider the personal, social, and
cultural contexts in which such systems are deployed [57]. Beyond being a meeting
place for existing disciplines, HCC also aims at radically changing computing with
new methodologies to design and build systems that support and enrich people’s
lives.

2.1 Gateways and Barriers

We could argue that knowledge and communications are two of the main pillars
of any society. As information of all kinds increasingly forms part of the digital
ecosystem, the computing technologies we develop become, paradoxically, both the
gateways to all kinds of resources and the barriers to access them. Therefore, in
addition to having become critical in improving lives, computing is now essential to
the livelihood not only of the relatively few of us who have the necessary skills and
access to resources, but potentially for everyone [8][38].

For the most part, however, the computing community designs and implements
computing algorithms and technologies without fully taking into account our cogni-
tive abilities, the ways we perceive and handle information, go about our work and
life, create and maintain our social relations, or use our cultural context. That is, re-
searchers and engineers often develop computing technologies in relative isolation.
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Most current methodologies start with an idea that builds on or improves existing
technologies or that solves problems in a particular technological domain, largely ig-
noring human issues. The obvious outcomes are more powerful, less expensive com-
puters that are more difficult to use, in some cases even effectively slower and less
accessible to most of the world’s population. Given the current rate of penetration of
computing technologies (directly or indirectly) in almost every imaginable human
activity, it is clear that the existing computing research and development models
are no longer adequate. People who adapt more quickly to technology (whether the
technology is good or bad) have greater opportunities to benefit at many levels.

Developing technologies in relative human isolation does not contribute to alle-
viating the problems of wealth distribution, sustainability, and access to healthcare
and education. Technologies that are difficult to use not only waste our time and
make our lives worse, they make access to important resources more difficult, par-
ticularly for people who do not have the education or language skills of the minority
who develop those technologies.

From this perspective, the current path of development of computer technologies
is not only detrimental but also dangerous because it contributes to increasing the
gap between the educated and uneducated, and between the rich and the poor. The
problem is even greater if we consider that the difficulties in using much of the tech-
nology available today are leading to a rapidly increasing content gap - most digital
information is produced in developed countries, from particular cultural perspec-
tives, and in only a few languages. To make things worse, access to the information
itself is through technology developed without considering the local socio-cultural
context of the majority of the world’s population.

Given the developments in recent years in decreased computing costs, increased
wireless communications, and the spread of the Internet, the time is ripe for a ma-
jor shift in the computing revolution. In our opinion, the goal of human-centered
computing is to focus the computing revolution on addressing human abilities and
needs.

2.2 Definitions

In the last few years, many definitions of HCC have emerged. In general, the term
HCC is used as an umbrella to embrace a number of definitions which were in-
tended to express a particular focus or perspective [29]. In 1997, the U.S. National
Science Foundation supported a workshop on Human-Centered Systems [19], which
included position papers from 51 researchers from various disciplines and applica-
tion areas including electronics, psychology, medicine, and the military. Participants
proposed various definitions for HCC, including the following (see [19]):

• HCC is “a philosophical-humanistic position regarding the ethics and aesthetics
of the workplace”;

• a HCC system is “any system that enhances human performance”;
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• a HCC system is “any system that plays any kind of role in mediating human
interactions”;

• HCC is “a software design process that results in interfaces that are really user-
friendly”;

• HCC is “a description of what makes for a good tool - the computer does all the
adapting”;

• HCC is “an emerging inter-discipline requiring institutionalization and special
training programs”.

Other definitions of HCC have also appeared in the literature:

• According to [20], HCC is “the science of designing computations and compu-
tational artifacts in support of human endeavors”;

• For Canny et al. [10], HCC is “a vision for computing research that integrates
technical studies with the broad implications of computing in a task-directed
way. HCC spans computer science and several engineering disciplines, cogni-
tive science, economics and social sciences.”

So, what is really HCC? HCC research focuses on all aspects of human-
machine integration: humans with software, humans with hardware, humans with
workspaces, humans with humans, as well as aspects of machine-machine interac-
tion (e.g., software agents) if they impact the total performance of a system intended
for human use. The HCC vision inherits all of the complexity of software engineer-
ing and systems integration with the human in the loop, plus the additional complex-
ity of understanding and modeling human-human and human-computer interaction
in the context of the working environment [13].

HCC recognizes the fact that the design and the use of new information process-
ing tools must be couched in system terms [19]. That is, the humans and the in-
formation processing devices are regarded as a coupled, co-adapting system nested
within a context in which they are functional. Furthermore, the design of systems
must regard the human as just one aspect of a larger and dynamic context, includ-
ing the team, organization, work environment, etc. This means that the fundamental
unit of analysis is not the machine, nor the human, nor the context and domain of
work, but the triple including all three [19]. In this context, according to Hoffman
[28], HCC can be defined as “the development, evaluation, and dissemination of
technology that is intended to amplify and extend the human capabilities to:

• perceive, understand, reason, decide, and collaborate;
• conduct cognitive work;
• achieve, maintain, and exercise expertise.”

Inherently, HCC research is regarded as being interdisciplinary, as illustrated by
the participation of experts from a wide range of fields, including computer, cogni-
tive, and social sciences in defining HCC and its scope.

Based on these observations we adopt the following definition: Human-Centered
Computing, more than being a field of study, is a set of methodologies that apply to
any field that uses computers, in any form, in applications in which humans directly
interact with devices or systems that use computer technologies.
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2.3 Scope of HCC

One way to identify the scope of HCC is to examine new and existing initiatives in
research and education. Given the trends that indicate that computing is permeating
practically all areas of human activity, HCC has received increasing attention in
academia as a response to a clear need to train professionals and scholars in this
domain. A number of initiatives have appeared in the past years. Examples of the
growing interest in HCC are the HCC doctoral program at Georgia Tech [27], the
HCC consortium at the University of California, Berkeley [26], and the Institute of
Human and Machine Cognition, Florida [30], to mention just a few.

The goals are ambitious. For instance, Georgia Tech’s interdisciplinary Ph.D.
program, created in 2004, “aims to bridge the gap between technology and hu-
mans by integrating concepts from anthropology, cognitive sciences, HCI, learning
sciences and technology, psychology and sociology with computing and computer
sciences [. . .] with the explicit goal of developing theory and experimentation link-
ing human concerns and computing in all areas of computing, ranging from the
technical-use focus of programming languages and API designs and software engi-
neering tools and methodologies to the impacts of computing technology on indi-
viduals, groups, organizations, and entire societies” [20]. The program emphasizes,
on one hand, a deep focus on “theoretical, methodological, and conceptual issues
associated with humans (cognitive, biological, socio-cultural); design; ethics; and
analysis and evaluation”, and, on the other hand, “design, prototyping, and imple-
mentation of systems for HCC”, with a focus on building interactive system proto-
types.

Conceiving computing as the “infrastructure around a human activity”, the UC,
Berkeley HCC consortium is “a multidisciplinary program designed to guide the
future development of computing so as to maximize its value to society” [10]. The
initiative added a socio-economic dimension to the domain: “the great economic
[computing] advances we have seen are undermined because only a fraction of
the population can fully use them. Better understanding of human cognition is cer-
tainly needed, but also of the social and economic forces that ubiquitous computing
entails.” While “extremely broad from a disciplinary perspective”, the program is
“tightly focused on specific applications.” Issues covered in this initiative include
“understanding humans as individuals, understanding humans as societies, com-
putational models of behavior, social and cultural issues (diversity, culture, group
dynamics, and technological change), economic impacts of IT, human-centered in-
terfaces, human-centered applications, and human- centered systems.”

The following is a list of HCC topics including the ones listed by the U.S. Na-
tional Science Foundation in their HCC computing cluster (see [48]):

• Systems for problem-solving by people interacting in distributed environments.
For example, in Internet-based information systems, in sensor-based informa-
tion networks, and mobile and wearable information appliances;
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• Multimedia and multimodal interfaces in which combinations of images and
video, speech, text, graphics, gesture, touch, sound, etc. are used by people to
communicate with one another;

• Intelligent interfaces and user modeling, information visualization, and adapta-
tion of content to accommodate different display capabilities, modalities, band-
width and latency;

• multi-agent systems that control and coordinate actions and solve complex
problems in distributed environments in a wide variety of domains, such as
ecommerce, medicine, or education;

• Models for effective computer-mediated human-human interaction under a va-
riety of constraints, (e.g., video conferencing, collaboration across high vs. low
bandwidth networks, etc.);

• Collaborative systems that enable knowledge-intensive and dynamic interac-
tions for innovation and knowledge generation across organizational bound-
aries, national borders, and professional fields;

• Methods to support and enhance social interaction, including innovative ideas
like social orthotics, affective computing, and experience capture;

• Social dynamics modeling and socially aware systems.

In terms of applications, the possibilities are endless if we wish to design and de-
ploy computers using HCC methodologies. If we view computing as a large space
with the human in the center, we can certainly identify some applications/fields that
are closer to the human and some that are further away. Using an extreme example,
packet switching is very important in communications, but its distance from a hu-
man is much larger, than, for instance, human-computer interaction. As computers
become more pervasive, the areas that are closer to humans increase in number. If
we view this historically, it is clear that computers are increasingly getting - physi-
cally, conceptually, and functionally - closer to humans (think of the first computers,
those used in the 1950s and the current mobile devices), motivating the need for
well-defined methodologies and philosophies for HCC.

Both HCC’s scope and its possibilities are wide, but in our view, three factors
form the core of HCC system and algorithm design processes:

• augmenting or taking into account individual human abilities and limitations,
• social and cultural awareness, and
• adaptability across individuals and specific situations.

If we consider these factors in the design of systems and algorithms, HCC appli-
cations should exhibit the following qualities:

• integrate input from different types of sensors and communicate through a com-
bination of media as output,

• act according to the social and cultural context in which they are deployed, and
• be useful to diverse individuals in their daily life.
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2.4 HCC, HCI, CSCW, User-centered Design, and Human
Computation

Many important contributions to HCC have been made in fields such as HCI,
computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), user-centered design, cognitive
psychology, sociology, anthropology, and others.

User-centered design can be characterized as a multistage problem-solving pro-
cess that requires designers not only to analyze and foresee how users are likely
to use an interface but also to test the validity of their assumptions with regard to
user behavior in the real world [41]. Traditional design approaches often include
heuristic evaluations and measurements of productivity and efficiency.

CSCW combines the understanding of the way people work in groups with the
enabling technologies of computer networking and associated hardware, software,
services, and techniques [25].

In contrast, HCC covers more than the traditional areas of usability engineering,
HCI, and human factors, which are primarily concerned with user interfaces or user
interaction. HCC “incorporates the learning, social, and cognitive sciences and in-
telligent systems areas more closely than traditional HCI” [20]. According to [26],
compared to HCI, the shift in perspective with HCC is twofold:

• HCC is “conceived as a theme that is important for all computer-related re-
search, not as a field which overlaps or is a sub-discipline of computer science”;

• The HCC view acknowledges that “computing connotes both concrete tech-
nologies (that facilitates various tasks) and a major social and economic force.”

Interactive evolutionary computation, an interesting technique first developed in
the early 1990s and more recently known as human-based computation [22][3][2],
also puts the human at the center, but in a different way. In traditional computation,
a human provides a formalized problem description to a computer and receives a
solution to interpret. In human-based computation, the roles are reversed: The com-
puter asks a person or a large number of people to solve a problem, then collects,
interprets, and integrates their solutions. In other words, the computer “asks” the
human to do the work it cannot do. This is done as a way to overcome technical
difficulties: Instead of trying to get computers to solve problems that are too com-
plex, use human beings. In human computation, the human is helping the computer
solve difficult problems, but in HCC, the computer helps humans maximize their
abilities regardless of the situation - the human need not be in front of a computer
performing a computing task when dealing with the computer.

Although HCC and human-based computation approach computing from two
different perspectives, they both try to maximize the synergy between human abil-
ities and computing resources. Work in human-based computation can therefore be
of significant importance to HCC. On one hand, data collected through human-based
computation systems can be valuable for developing machine-learning models. On
the other hand, it can help us better understand human behavior and abilities, again
of direct use in HCC algorithm development and system design.
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HCC researchers also bring a diverse array of conceptual and research tools to
traditional computing areas. HCC is not just about the interaction, the interface, or
the design process. It is about knowledge, people, technology, and everything that
ties them together. This includes how the technology is actually used and in what
context. Furthermore, HCC involves both the creation of theoretical frameworks and
the design and implementation of technical approaches and systems in many areas.
Additionally, Dertouzos [16] points out that HCC goes well beyond user-friendly
interfaces. This is because HCC uses five technologies in a synergistic way: nat-
ural interaction, automation, individualized information access, collaboration, and
customization.

In considering the scope, application areas, and qualities of HCC systems, much
can be learned from fields and disciplines related to HCC. As we will see in the
next section, this leads us directly to focus on three core areas for Human-Centered
Computing: production, analysis, and interaction.

3 Areas of Human-centered Computing

The distinctions between computing and multimedia computing are blurring very
quickly. In spite of this, we can identify the main human-centered activities as fol-
lows [32]: media production, annotation,organization, archival, retrieval, sharing,
analysis, and communication.

The above activities can in turn be clustered into three large activity areas: pro-
duction, analysis, and interaction. These three areas are proposed here as a means
to facilitate the discussion of the scope of HCC in the remainder of the paper. How-
ever, it must be evident that other ways of describing HCC are possible, and that the
three proposed areas are interdependent in more than one way. Consider for exam-
ple two typical multimedia scenarios which are representative to illustrate the HCC
aspects.

In the first one, post-production techniques of non-edited home video normally
use interaction (via manual composition of scenes), and increasingly rely on auto-
matic analysis (e.g. shot boundary detection). In the second scenario, analysis tech-
niques (e.g. automatic annotation of image collections) increasingly use metadata
generated at production time (both automatic like time, date, camera type, etc. and
human-produced via ‘live’ descriptions, commentaries, etc.), while performance can
be clearly improved through various forms of interaction (e.g., via partial manual an-
notation, through active learning, etc.). In addition to this, further knowledge about
humans could be introduced both at the individual level (in the first scenario, by
adapting “film rules” to personalizing the algorithms, e.g. preferred modes of shoot-
ing a scene), and at the social level (in the second scenario, by using social context,
provided for instance from a photo sharing website to improve annotation prediction
for better indexing).

Each of the three main areas is discussed in the following sections, emphasizing
social and cultural issues, and the integration of sensors and multiple media for
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system design, deployment, and access. Note that we use here interchangeably HCC
and Human-center Multimedia (HCM) as the latter stresses the multimodal aspect
of the former.

3.1 Multimedia Production

The first activity area in HCM is multimedia production, i.e. the human task of
creating media (e.g., photographing, recording audio, combining, remixing, etc.).
Although media can be produced automatically without human intervention once
a system is set up (e.g., video from surveillance cameras), in HCM we are con-
cerned with all aspects of media production which directly involve humans. With-
out a doubt, social and cultural differences result in differences in content at every
level of the content production chain and at every level of the content itself (e.g., see
discussions on the content pyramid in [32][33][17]). This occurs from low-level fea-
tures (e.g., colors have strong cultural interpretations) to high-level semantics (e.g.,
consider the differences in communication styles between Japanese and American
business people).

A good example of how cultural differences determine the characteristics of mul-
timedia content is the TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) set [47]. In
news programs in some Middle Eastern countries there are mini-soap segments be-
tween news stories. Furthermore, the direction of text banners differs depending on
language, and the structure of the news itself varies from country to country. The
cultural differences are even greater in movies: colors, music, and all kinds of social
and cultural signals convey the elements of a story (consider the differences between
Bollywood and Hollywood movies in terms of colors, music, story structure, and so
on).

Content is knowledge and vice versa: in HCM systems, cultural and social factors
should ideally be (implicitly or explicitly) embedded in media at production time.
In addition, HCM production systems should consider cultural differences and be
designed according to the cultural context in which they will be deployed. As a
simple example, a system for news editing in the Middle East might, by default,
animate banners from left to right, or have special functions to distribute mini-soap
segments across a newscast.

HCM production systems should also consider human abilities. For example,
many of the systems for continuous recording of personal experiences [11] are
meant to function as memory prosthesis, so one of their main goals is to record
events with levels of detail (e.g., video, audio) that humans are incapable of record-
ing (or rather, recalling). Interestingly, for these types of applications, integration of
different types of sensors is also important, as is their adaptability, to each individual
and particular context (a “user” of such system would probably not want everything
to be recorded).

Unfortunately, in terms of culture, the majority of tools for content production
follow a standard Western model, catering to a small percentage of the world’s popu-
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lation and ignoring the content gap (see the World Summit Award - http://www.wsis-
award.org - which is an initiative to create an awareness of this gap) [8][38]. In
terms of integration of multiple sensors, there has been some progress (e.g., digital
cameras with GPS information or audio annotation, among others), but the issue of
adaptability in content production systems has been seldom addressed. The result is
that in spite of the tremendous growth in the availability of systems for media pro-
duction, the field is in its infancy if we think of the population as a whole (relatively
speaking, few people have access to computers, and out of those that do, even fewer
can easily produce structured multimedia content with the current available tools).

3.2 Multimedia Analysis

A second activity area of great importance in HCM is automatic analysis of multi-
media content. As described above, automatic analysis can be integrated in produc-
tion systems (e.g., scene cut detection in video editing software). Interestingly, it can
also alleviate some of the limitations in multimedia production because automatic
analysis can be used to give content structure (e.g., by annotating it), increasing its
accessibility. This has application in many Human-Centered areas (e.g., broadcast
video, home video, data mining of social media, web search, etc.).

An interesting HCM application that has emerged in recent years is the automatic
analysis of human activities and social behavior. Automatic analysis of social inter-
action finds a number of potentially relevant uses, from facilitating and enhancing
human communication (on-line), to allowing for improved information access and
retrieval (off-line), in the professional, entertainment, and personal domains.

Social interaction is inherently multimodal, and often recorded in multimedia
form (e.g., video and information from other sensors). Unlike the traditional HCI
view, which emphasizes communication between a person and a computer, the
emphasis of an emerging body of research has shifted towards the study of com-
putational models of human-to-human communication in natural situations. Such
research has appeared in various communities under different names (social com-
puting, socially-aware computing, computers-in-the-human-interaction-loop, etc.)
[61]. Such interest has been boosted by the increasing capacity to acquire media
with both fixed and mobile sensors and devices, and also to the ability to record
and analyze largescale social activities through the internet (media sharing sites,
blogs, etc). Social context can be provided through the understanding of patterns
that emerge from human interaction at various temporal, spatial, and social scales,
ranging from short-duration, face-to-face social signals and behaviors exchanged
by peers or groups involving a few people, including interest, attraction [23], to
mid-duration relations and roles that people play within groups, like influence and
dominance [64], to group dynamics and trends that often emerge over extended pe-
riods of times, including degree of group membership, social network roles, group
alliances, etc. [52].
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There is no doubt of the importance of considering social and cultural differences
in the design and application of algorithms and systems for multimedia analysis of
human activities and social behavior. In turn, culture-specific knowledge should also
be used in designing automatic analysis algorithms of multimedia in other domains
in order to improve performance. In the news example from Section 3.1, an auto-
matic technique designed for the US news style is likely to yield low performance
when applied to a Middle Eastern newscast.

Augmenting or considering human abilities is also clearly beneficial because as
argued earlier, there is a tight integration between the three activity areas we are
considering, thus, what analysis algorithms are designed to do has a direct impact
on how humans use multimedia data. The benefit of integrating multiple sensors is
clear in the analysis of human activities (e.g., using input from RFID tags gives us
information not easily attainable from video), as is the adaptability of HCM analysis
systems to specific collections, needs, or particular tasks.

3.3 Multimedia Interaction

In addition to understanding the subjacent human tasks, the understanding of the
multiplicity of forms that interaction can take is of particular importance for multi-
media research within the HCM paradigm. In other words: it is paramount to under-
stand both how humans interact with each other and why, so that we can build sys-
tems to facilitate such communication and so that people can interact with comput-
ers (or whatever devices embed them) in natural ways. We illustrate this point with
three cases. In face-to-face communication, interaction is physically located and
real-time. Concrete examples include professional settings like interviews, group
meetings, and lectures, but also informal settings, including peer conversations,
social gatherings, traveling, etc. The media produced in many of these situations
might be in multiple modalities (voice, images, text, data from location, proximity,
and other sensors), be potentially very rich, and often unedited (raw content). In a
second case, live computer-mediated communication - ranging from the traditional
teleconferencing and remote collaboration paradigms to emerging ubiquitous ap-
proaches based on wearable devices - is physically remote but remains real-time.
In this case, the type of associated media will often be more limited or pre-filtered
compared to the face-to-face case, due to bandwidth constraints. A final case corre-
sponds to non-real time computer-mediated communication - including for instance
SMS, mobile picture sharing, e-mail, blogging, media sharing sites, etc. - where,
due to their own nature, media will often be edited, and interaction will potentially
target larger, physically disjoint groups.

Unlike in traditional HCI applications (a single user facing a computer and in-
teracting with it via a mouse or a keyboard), in the new applications (e.g., intelli-
gent homes [1], remote collaboration, arts, etc.), interactions are not always explicit
commands, and often involve multiple users. This is due in part to the remarkable
progress in the last few years in computer processor speed, memory, and storage
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capabilities, matched by the availability of many new input and output devices that
are making ubiquitous computing [63] a reality. Devices include phones, embedded
systems, PDAs, laptops, wall size displays, and many others. The wide range of
computing devices available, with differing computational power and input/output
capabilities, means that the future of computing is likely to include novel ways of
interaction and for the most part, that interaction is likely to be multimodal. Some
of the modes of communication include gestures [50], speech [53], haptics [5], eye
blinks [24], and many others. Glove mounted devices [7] and graspable user inter-
faces [18], for example, seem now ripe for exploration. Pointing devices with haptic
feedback, eye tracking, and gaze detection [31] are also currently emerging. As in
human-human communication, however, effective communication is likely to take
place when different input devices are used in combination.

Given these trends, we view the interaction activity area of HCM as Multimodal
interaction (see [34] and [35] for recent reviews). Clearly, one of the main goals
of a HCC approach to interaction is to achieve natural interaction, not only with
computers as we think of them today (i.e., machines on a desk), but rather with our
environment, and with other people. Inevitably, this implies that we must consider
culture because the way we generate signals and interpret symbols depends entirely
on our cultural background. Multimedia systems should therefore use cultural cues
during interaction [32] (such as a cartoon character bowing when a user initiates a
transaction at an ATM). Although intuitively this makes sense, the majority of work
in multimedia interaction assumes a one-size-fits-all model, in which the only dif-
ference between systems deployed in different parts of the world (or using different
input data) is language. The spread of computing under the language-only difference
model means people are expected to adapt to the technologies imposed arbitrarily
using Western thought models. Clearly, these unfortunate trends are also due to so-
cial and economic factors, but as computing spreads beyond the desktop, researchers
and developers are recognizing the importance of rethinking what we could call the
“neutral culture syndrome” where it is erroneously believed that current computing
systems are not culture specific.

In order to succeed, HCM interaction systems must be designed considering cul-
tural differences and social context so that natural interaction can take place. This
will inevitably mean that most HCM systems should embrace multimodal interac-
tion, because multimodal systems open the doors to natural communication and to
the possibility of adapting to particular users. Of course, integration of multiple sen-
sors and adaptability are essential in HCM interaction. We describe some examples
in the next section.

4 Applications

The range of application areas for HCC touches on many aspects of computing,
and as computing becomes more ubiquitous, practically every aspect of interaction
with objects, and the environment, as well as human-human interaction (e.g., remote
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collaboration, etc.) will make use of HCC techniques. In the following sections, we
describe briefly specific application areas in which interesting progress has been
made (for more details see [35]).

4.1 Human Spaces

Computing is expanding beyond the desktop, integrating with everyday objects in a
variety of scenarios. As our discussions show, this implies that the model of user in-
terface in which a person sits in front of a computer is no longer the only model. One
of the implications of this is that the actions or events to be recognized by the “inter-
face” are not necessarily explicit commands. In smart conference room applications,
for instance, multimodal analysis has been applied mostly for video indexing [45]
(see [52] for a social analysis application). Although such approaches are not meant
to be used in real-time, they are useful in investigating how multiple modalities can
be fused in interpreting communication. It is easy to foresee applications in which
“smart meeting rooms” actually react to multimodal actions in the same way in-
telligent homes should [1]. Projects in the video domain include MVIEWS [12],
a system for annotating, indexing, extracting, and disseminating information from
video streams for surveillance and intelligence applications. An analyst watching
one or more live video feeds is able to use pen and voice to annotate the events
taking place. The annotation streams are indexed by speech and gesture recognition
technologies for later retrieval, and can be quickly scanned using a timeline inter-
face, then played back during review of the film. Pen and speech can also be used to
command various aspects of the system, with multimodal utterances such as “Track
this” or “If any object enters this area, notify me immediately.”

4.2 Ubiquitous Devices

The recent drop in costs of hardware has led to an explosion in the availability of
mobile computing devices. One of the major challenges is that while devices such
as PDAs and mobile phones have become smaller and more powerful, there has
been little progress in developing effective interfaces to access the increased com-
putational and media resources available in such devices. mobile devices, as well
as wearable devices, constitute a very important area of opportunity for research in
HCC because natural interaction with such devices can be crucial in overcoming the
limitations of current interfaces. Several researchers have recognized this, and many
projects exist on mobile and wearable HCC [9][21][51].
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4.3 Users with Disabilities

People with disabilities can benefit greatly from HCC technologies [42]. Various
authors have proposed approaches for smart wheel-chair systems which integrate
different types of sensors. The authors of [55] introduce a system for presenting
digital pictures non-visually (multimodal output), and the techniques in [24] can
be used for interaction using only eye blinks and eye brow movements. Some of
the approaches in other application areas (e.g., [9][60]) could also be beneficial for
people with disabilities.

4.4 Public and Private Spaces

In this category we place applications implemented to access devices used in pub-
lic or private spaces. One example of implementation in public spaces is the use of
HCC in information kiosks [40][54]. These are challenging applications for natural
multimodal interaction: the kiosks are often intended to be used by a wide audience,
thus there may be few assumptions about the types of users of the system. On the
other hand, there are applications in private spaces. One interesting area is that of
implementation in vehicles [39][58][59]. This is an interesting application area due
to the constraints: since the driver must focus on the driving task, traditional inter-
faces (e.g., GUIs) are not so suitable. Thus, it is an important area of opportunity for
HCC research, particularly because depending on the particular deployment, vehicle
interfaces can be considered safety-critical.

4.5 Virtual Environments

Virtual and augmented reality has been a very active research area at the crossroads
of computer graphics, computer vision, and human-computer interaction. One of the
major difficulties of VR systems is the interaction component, and many researchers
are currently exploring the use of interaction analysis techniques to enhance the user
experience. One reason this is very attractive in VR environments is that it helps dis-
ambiguate communication between users and machines (in some cases virtual char-
acters, the virtual environment, or even other users represented by virtual characters
[46]).

4.6 Art

Perhaps one of the most exciting application areas of HCC is art. Vision techniques
can be used to allow audience participation [44] and influence a performance. In
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[62], the authors use multiple modalities (video, audio, pressure sensors) to output
different “emotional states” for Ada, an intelligent space that responds to multi-
modal input from its visitors. In [43], a wearable camera pointing at the wearer’s
mouth interprets mouth gestures to generate MIDI sounds (so a musician can play
other instruments while generating sounds by moving his mouth). In [49], limb
movements are tracked to generate music. HCC can also be used in museums to
augment exhibitions [49].

4.7 Other

Other applications include education, remote collaboration, entertainment, robotics,
surveillance, or biometrics. HCC can also play an important role in safety-critical
applications (e.g., medicine, military, etc.) and in situations in which a lot of infor-
mation from multiple sources has to be viewed in short periods of time. A good
example of this is crisis management.

5 Integrating HCC into a Real (Human) World

Human-Centered Computing systems and applications should ultimately be inte-
grated in a world that is complex and rapidly evolving. For instance, computing is
migrating from the desktop, at the same time as the span of users is expanding dra-
matically to include people who would not normally access computers. This is im-
portant because although in industrialized nations almost everyone has a computer, a
small percentage of the world’s population owns a multimedia device (millions still
do not have phones). The future of multimedia, therefore, lies outside the desktop,
and multimedia will become the main access mechanism to information and ser-
vices across the globe. Integration of modalities and media, of access mechanisms,
and of resources constitute three key-issues for the creation of future HCC systems.
We discuss each of these issues in the following subsections (for more details see
[32]).

5.1 Integrating Modalities and Media

Despite great efforts in the multimedia research community, integrating multiple
media (in production, analysis, and interaction) is still in its infancy. Our ability to
communicate and interpret meanings depends entirely on how multiple media are
combined (such as body pose, gestures, tone of voice, and choice of words), but most
research on multimedia focuses on a single medium model. In the past, interaction
concerns have been left to researchers in HCI and the scope of work on interaction
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within the multimedia community has focused mainly on image and video browsing.
Multimedia, however, includes many types of media and, as evidenced by many
projects developed in the arts, multimedia content is no longer limited to audiovisual
materials. Thus, we see interaction with multimedia data not just as an HCI problem,
but as a multimedia problem. Our ability to interact with a multimedia collection
depends on how the collection is indexed, so there is a tight integration between
analysis and interaction. In fact, in many multimedia systems we actually interact
with multimedia information and want to do it in a multimodal way.

Two major research challenges are modeling the integration of multiple media in
analysis, production, and multimodal interaction. Statistical techniques for model-
ing are a promising approach for certain types of problems. For instance, Dynamic
Bayesian Networks have been successfully applied in a wide range of problems that
have a time component, while sensor fusion and classifier integration in the artificial
intelligence community have also been active areas of research. In terms of content
production, we do not have a good understanding of the human interpretation of the
messages that a system sends when multiple media are fused and there is much we
can learn from the arts and communication psychologists.

Because of this lack of integration, existing approaches suit only a small subset
of the problems and more research is needed, not only on the technical side, but also
on understanding how humans actually fuse information for communication. This
means making stronger links between fields like neuroscience, cognitive science,
and multimedia development. For instance, exploring the application of Bayesian
frameworks to integration [4], investigating different modality fusion hypothesis
[15] (discontinuity, appropriateness, information reliability, directed attention, and
so on), or investigating stages of sensory integration [56] can potentially give us new
insights that lead to new technical approaches.

Without theoretical frameworks on integrating multiple sensors and media, we
are likely to continue working on each modality separately and ignoring the integra-
tion problem, which should be at the core of multimedia research.

5.2 Integrating Access

Everyone seems to own a mobile device. As a consequence, there is a new wave of
portable computing, where a cell phone is a fully functional computer that we can
use to communicate, record, and access a wealth of information (such as location-
based, images, video, personal finances, and contacts). Although important progress
has been made, particularly in ambient intelligence applications [1] and in the use
of metadata from mobile devices [6][14], much work needs to be done and one of
the technical challenges is dealing with large amounts of information effectively in
real time. Developing effective interaction techniques for small devices is one of
our biggest challenges because strong physical limitations are in place. In the past,
we assumed the desktop screen was the only output channel, so advances in mobile
devices are completely redefining multimedia applications. But mobile devices are
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used for the entire range of human activities: production, annotation, organization,
retrieval, sharing, communication, and content analysis.

5.3 Integrating Resources

While mobile phone sales are breaking all records, it is increasingly common for
people to share computational resources across time and space. Public multimedia
devices are becoming increasingly common. In addition, it is important to recog-
nize that Ů particularly in developing countries Ů sharing of resources is often the
only option. Many projects for sharing community resources exist, particularly for
rural areas, in education and other important activities. One of the main technical
research challenges here is constructing scalable methods of multimodal interac-
tion that can quickly adapt to different types of users, irrespective of their particular
communication abilities.

The technical challenges in these two cases seem significantly different: mobile
devices should be personalized, while public systems should be general enough to be
effective for many different kinds of users. Interestingly, however, they both fall un-
der the umbrella of ubiquitous multimedia access: the ability to access information
anywhere, anytime, on any device. Clearly, for these systems to succeed we need to
consider cultural factors (for example, text messaging is widespread in Japan, but
less popular in the US), integration of multiple sensors, and multimodal interaction
techniques.

In either case, it is clear that new access paradigms will dominate the future of
computing and ubiquitous multimedia will play a major role. Ubiquitous multimedia
systems are the key in letting everyone access a wide range of resources critical to
economic and social development.

6 Research Agenda for HCC

To summarize the major points that we have presented so far, human-centered com-
puting systems should be multimodal (inputs and outputs in more than one modality
or communication channel), they must be proactive (understand cultural and social
contexts and respond accordingly), and be easily accessible outside the desktop to a
wide range of users (i.e., adaptable) (see Section 2.3 and [32]).

A human-centered approach to multimedia will consider how humans understand
and interpret multimedia signals (feature, cognitive, and affective levels), and how
humans interact naturally (the cultural and social contexts as well as personal factors
such as emotion, mood, attitude, and attention). Inevitably, this means considering
some of the work in fields such as neuroscience, psychology, cognitive science,
and others, and incorporating what is known in those fields within computational
frameworks that integrate different media.
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Research on machine learning integrated with domain knowledge, automatic
analysis of social networks, data mining, sensor fusion research, and multimodal
interaction will play a special role [52]. Further research into quantifying human-
related knowledge is necessary, which means developing new theories (and math-
ematical models) of multimedia integration at multiple levels. We believe that a
research agenda on HCC will involve the following nonexhaustive list of goals
[36][37]:

• New human-centered methodologies for the design of models and algorithms
and the development of systems in each of the areas discussed previously.

• Focused research on the integration of multiple sensors, media, and human sci-
ences that have people as the central point.

• New interdisciplinary academic and industrial programs, initiatives, and meet-
ing opportunities.

• Discussions on the impact of multimedia technology that include the social,
economic, and cultural contexts in which such technology is or might be de-
ployed.

• Research data that reflect the human-centered approach, e.g., data collected
from real social situations, data that is rich - multisensorial and culturally di-
verse.

• Common computing resources on HCM (e.g. software tools and platforms).
• Evaluation metrics for theories, design processes, implementations, and systems

from a human-centered perspective; and
• Methodologies for privacy protection and the consideration of ethical and cul-

tural issues.

Human-centered approaches have been the concern of several disciplines [19]
but, as pointed out in Section 1, they have been often undertaken in separate fields.
The challenges and opportunities in the field of multimedia are great not only be-
cause so many of the activities in multimedia are human-centered, but also because
multimedia data itself is used to record and convey human activities and experi-
ences. It is only natural, therefore, for the field to converge in this direction and play
a key role in the transformation of technology to truly support people’s activities.

7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we gave an overview of HCC from a several perspectives. We de-
scribed the three main areas of Human-Centered Computing emphasizing social and
cultural issues, and the integration of sensors and multiple media for system design,
deployment, and access. A research agenda for HCC (see also [32][37]) was pre-
sented.

Many technical challenges lie ahead and in some areas progress has been slow.
With the cost of hardware continuing to drop and the increase in computational
power, however, there have been many recent efforts to use HCC technology in en-
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tirely new ways. One particular area of interest is new media art. Many universities
around the world are creating new joint art and computer science programs in which
technical researchers and artists create art that combines new technical approaches
or novel uses of existing technology with artistic concepts. In many new media art
projects, technical novelty is introduced while many HCC issues are considered:
cultural and social context, integration of sensors, migration outside the desktop,
and access.

Technical researchers need not venture into the arts to develop human-centered
computing systems. In fact, in recent years many human-centered multimedia ap-
plications have been developed within the multimedia domain (such as smart homes
and offices, medical informatics, computerguided surgery, education, multimedia
for visualization in biomedical applications, education, and so on). However, more
efforts are needed and the realization that multimedia research, except in specific
applications, is meaningless if the user is not the starting point. The question is
whether multimedia research will drive computing (with all its social impacts) in
synergy with human needs, or it will be driven by technical developments alone.
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